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complex. phenomena. to. simple. unifying. principles. and. conceptual. primitives .







Introduction: Explaining the Material World
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with.the.“received.wisdom”.of.early.modern.philosophy,.such.as.that.of.




















manner .An.important. task.for. the.philosophy.of.physics.today.is. to.try.















empirical. and. formal. explanatory. success. of. Newton’s. program,. was. its.
ability.to.provide.a.directly.understandable.scenario.for.planetary.motion.in.
terms.of.contact.action.of.the.vortices.upon.planets .(Cushing,.1991:.352)
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tion. principle. behind. most. phenomena. is. the. mechanical. interaction. of.
extended.matter,.while. the.causal.aspect. is.provided.by.detailing.a.par-
ticular. interaction .A. philosophical. tension. arises. between. the. diverse,.
laboriously.deduced. teleological. principles.of. final. causes. (Aristotelian.























phenomenon. being. explained. itself. provides. an. essential. part. of. the. reason. for. believ-
ing.the.explanation.to.be.correct .However,.there.are.other.characteristics.of.explanatory.
models. that. contribute. to. their. credibility;. and.we.are.not. claiming.here. that.Newton’s.
gravitational.action.does.not.possess.these.(Lipton,.2004) 
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Descartes’. own. attempt. at. an. explanation. of. natural. (mechanical).
phenomena.fails.to.satisfy.both.(a).and.(b).(Williams,.1978:.ch .8);.and.
the. cause.of. this. failure. is. his. overall.method,. not. the. technical. details.
of.empirical.findings.available. in. the.17th.century .Moreover,. the.errors.







































ment. that. exclusive.extension. (spatial.occupation).must.persist. through.
time . Extension. is. the. essence. or. principal. attribute. of. each. body,. and.
all. of. a. body’s. other. properties. or. attributes. are. simply. ways of being.
extended. (modes. of. extension). (Della. Rocca,. 2002) . This. is. a. rational.
conclusion,.because.sensory.input. is.confused.and.deceiving.here.(phe-
nomena.change.with.no.real.change.in.matter),.making.substantial.forms.








Clearer. instructions. for. linking. reality. and. our. understanding. of. it.




















page.number(s),.with.the.English.translation.by.E S .Haldane.and.G R T .Ross.designated.
as.HR,.and.likewise.followed.by.the.volume.and.page.number(s) .For.clarity,.Meditations.
designates.Meditations on First Philosophy, and.Reg. xii refers.to.Rule XII of.the.Rules for 
the Direction of the Mind 
7.I.am.indebted.to.Tom.Vinci.for.pointing.out.the.relevance.of.this.example.at.the.
conference.mentioned.in.the.note.on.p .21 
















In. summary,9. the. lessons. to. be. imported. from.Descartes. regarding.
how.to.search.for.the.explanation.of.observed.phenomena.are.the.follow-
ing:
1). Explanations.should.rest.on.simple.unifying.principles.(e g .break-
ing.down.composite.phenomena.into.simple.natures).and.primi-
tive.concepts 






. 8.When. the.criterion.of.“clear.and.distinct”.cognition. found.here. is.coupled.with.
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sical. and. relativistic. physics. alike,. reality. is. made. up. of. particles. and.
space(-time),.including.force-fields.that.propagate.through.space.but.are.
not.impenetrable .This.is.certainly.not.the.Cartesian.plenum.(where.space.










































Nonetheless,. the. lesson. to.be. learned.from.Descartes’.doubt-avoid-
ing.metaphysics. is. that.material. substance.must. primarily.be. extended,.
while. the. spiritual. need. not. be .The. question. spanning. the. centuries. is.
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individuated.packets. in. order. to. be. of. any. use. to. physical. explanation .
Since.quantum.theory,.or.at.least.certain.phenomena.in.its.domain,.denies.













cal. formalism. and. the. supposed. structure. of. the. isomorphism. between.
the.conception.and.the.real.world,.one.further.difference.may.be.noted:.
in.classical. theories,.phase.space. is.given. in. terms.of.position.and.mo-
mentum.(both.based.on.the.notion.of.extension.as.the.essence.of.matter),.
while. quantum. theory. makes. use. of. a. different. phase. space .We. might.
even.expect.to.see.this.reflected.in.metaphysics.and.the.explanation.of.the.
phenomena 
Some Proposed Solutions in Light 
of the Methodological Lessons






out.below .They.by.no.means.exhaust. all.of. the.options,.but. rather. are.
those. which. seem. interesting. for. their. relation. to. the. Cartesian. lessons.
discussed.above .They.may.be.roughly.characterised.as.follows:
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. ..I . The.separability.violation.does.not.really.occur;.it.is.an.illusion.
of.the.mind.(and.we.can.have.no.idea.of.what.is.really happen-
ing) 
...II . There.are. rules. for. the. (apparent). separability.violation,.which.





In. terms. of. escaping. Cartesian-style. doubt,. the. first. option. is. the. most.





























controlled.by. and. limited. to. the.peculiarities.of. a. particular. experimental. situation. and.
what.the.theoretical.formalism.permits;.we.are.not.advocating.wild,.science.fiction-type.
speculation.here .Hence.the.focus.on.the.structure.of.the.isomorphism 
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Historically,.much.of.fundamental.physics.has.been.concerned.with.discov-
ering.the.fundamental.particles.of.nature.and.the.equations.which.describe.



























The. constraining. principles. require. that. measurement. interactions.
with.a.proximal.object.not.alter. the. local theoretical.predictions.associ-
ated.with.a.physically.distinct.distant.object .Although.we.can.know.what.


















formation-theoretic. principles. mentioned. above,. deriving. from. them. a.
theoretical.formalism.equivalent.to.that.derived.by.quantum.theory.from.
empirical.data.(i e .the.historical.derivation.of.formalism) .This.respects.







Where.do. the. constraints. come. from?.What. is. the. significance.of. such.









the.details.of.such.a.picture. (e g .“let.us.not.deny.anyone.else’s.view”,.
Reg. xii),.this.solution.can.still.be.in.agreement.with.lesson.1).above,.al-
though.it.rejects.lesson.2) 
The. final. option. proposes. adding. a. non-mechanical. “blanket”. to.
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state.that.non-local.phenomena.arise.from.the.structure.of.the.theory,.be-


































of. locality.and. the.violation.of.separability,.are. taken.here.as. interchangeable,.although.
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creating.isomorphism) .Some.of.the.phenomena.that.we.are.trying.to.ex-
plain.overturn.entrenched.notions.of.what.a.primary.quality.is .The.solu-
tion. seems. to.demand.either. radically. altering. the.picture.based.on. the.
interaction.of.temporally.persisting.Cartesian.extended.objects,.or.trying.
to.construct.an.altogether.new.picture.whose.simple/unifying.principles.
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